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Measurements of Air Entrainment
by Bow Waves
This paper describes measurements of the air entrained in experiments simulatin
breaking bow wave of a ship for Froude numbers between two and three. The experi
and the characteristics of the wave itself are detailed in T. Waniewski, 1999, ‘‘Air
trainment by Bow Waves; Ph.D. theses, Calif. Inst. of Tech.’’ The primary mechanis
air entrainment is the impact of the plunging wave jet, and it was observed that th
bubbles were entrained in spatially periodic bubble clouds. The void fraction and bu
size distributions were measured in the entrainment zone. There were indications th
surface disturbances described in Waniewski divide the plunging liquid jet sheet in
series of plunging jets, each of which produces a bubble cloud.
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1 Introduction
To our knowledge, there are no records in the literature of v

fraction and bubble size distribution measurements beneath br
ing bow waves in the field, probably because this type of exp
ment would be exceedingly difficult and costly. There have be
however, studies which measure void fraction and bubble
distributions beneath other types of plunging breaking waves
cluding white caps, and two-dimensional and three-dimensio
plunging waves created in laboratory wave tanks. An early
ample is the measurement of bubble size distributions under w
caps by Blanchard and Woodcock@1#. Later, sets of void fraction
measurements were made by Lamarre and Melville for tw
dimensional plunging waves@2#, three-dimensional plunging
waves@3#, and white caps@4# using impedance-based void fra
tion instrumentation. They observed that wave breaking creat
bubble cloud which can have a void fraction as high as 30–
percent. This cloud, primarily comprised of millimeter size
bubbles, then degasses rapidly leaving behind a diffuse plum
microbubbles. Bubble production rates and size distribution m
surements for the larger bubbles were made by Cipriano and B
chard @5# and Loewen et al.@6#, among others. Bubble popula
tions in fresh and salt water were compared in studies suc
Cartmill and Su@7# and Loewen et al.@6#; bubble plumes in fresh
water contain a larger number of smaller bubbles than those in
water.

Bow waves are continuously breaking plunging waves, a
Chanson and Cummings@8# found that the air entrainment proce
for plunging, breaking waves is similar to that for an incline
plunging jet in cross flow. Studies concerning gas entrainmen
plunging liquid jets are summarized in a recent review by Bin´ @9#
show that the nature of the air entrainment process depends
number of parameters including the flow rate, jet surface tur
lence, and jet geometry. Chanson and Cummings@10# use the
information from these works to predict the volume rate of
entrainment, bubble sizes, and bubble penetration depth for pl
ing breakers and demonstrate good comparison with the ex
mental field data.

Lamarre and Melville@2# showed that the air entrainment pro
cess is closely coupled with the breaking wave dynamics,
virtually all of the investigations described above focus on ‘‘tw
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dimensional’’ wave breaking and there is little information on t
highly three-dimensional processes which occur in breaking b
waves. The research presented herein used a three-dimens
simulated bow wave, described by Waniewski@11#, which al-
lowed for detailed examination of the wave breaking and air
trainment processes. One set of experiments were performed
40 m long recirculating flume and are referred to herein as
large flume experiments. The waves were created by a deflec
plate mounted at an angle to the oncoming supercritical flow
the flume. The Froude number of these flows was limited by
flume and ranged from two to three.

2 Experimental Equipment
The 40 m flume is 109 cm wide and 61 cm deep with 1.3

thick tempered glass sidewalls and a stainless steel bottom p
to within 62.5 mm. It was filled with city tap water at about 23°C
Flow rate,Q, is measured using a venturi meter and the depthd,
is measured with a point gage. The maximum discharge is
proximately 0.394 m3/s. To create a super-critical flow, a 20.3 c
high two-dimensional spillway section was installed at the u
stream end of the flume, downstream of a 8.1 m long reserv
The test section is located approximately 24 m~or over 200
depths for the flows investigated! downstream of the spillway.
This location ensured a fully developed flow and also gave the
bubbles entrained in the flow downstream of the deflecting p
the maximum time to settle out. Here, a 75 cm long by 50 cm h
lucite plate was mounted at an angleu to the oncoming flow to
simulate a wedge shaped hull with half angleu. The plate’s lead-
ing edge was machined to a sharp edge and displaced 12 cm
the flume sidewall to reduce the effect of the boundary layer
the wall of the flume. A steady breaking wave, similar to th
observed at the bow of a ship, is created as the flow rides up
the plate.

An impedance based void fraction meter~IVFM ! was devel-
oped to measure the void fraction,a, in these high speed, un
steady, multiphase flows. The IVFM probe, based on a design
Chanson@12# consisted of two concentric stainless steel ele
trodes, as shown in Fig. 1. The probe tip was aligned with
direction of the bubble velocity, and its small dimensions allow
it to respond to individual bubbles. The impedance across the
electrodes, which increased with void fraction, was mainly res
tive for excitation frequencies below the megahertz level. T
electronics were designed to detect a 1 mmdiameter bubble mov-
ing at 2 m/s; therefore, the minimum frequency response requ
was 4 kHz. The present experiments used 500 kHz excitatio

n
itors:
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the level of62.5 V applied to the inner electrode, and the ou
electrode was grounded. The output was low-pass filtered wi
cutoff of 40 kHz and demodulated to provide a DC signal prop
tional to the local void fraction.

Single bubble tests were conducted to determine the sensit
of the IVFM probe to bubble position. The probe was mounted
a tank of water with the tip pointing downward. Single bubbl
were intermittently released from a stainless steel tube insta
several centimeters below the probe. The bubbles were of unif
5 mm diameter just before release and deformed as they trav
upward as shown in Fig. 2. The high speed video camera and
IVFM data acquisition system were triggered simultaneously
time t50 ms. Figure 3 shows the voltage signal corresponding
the images shown in Fig. 2. Correlation of numerous images
voltage signals like these confirmed that a large negative vol
pulse is produced each time a bubble impacted the probe.
pulse width was defined as the time difference between the
crossings of a particular voltage level. The pulse amplitude
width were sensitive to the lateral location of the bubble at imp
and this relationship is defined in Waniewski@11#.

Fig. 1 Cross sectional view of the IVFM probe „not to scale ….

Fig. 2 Frames from high speed video of the single bubble
tests showing the IVFM probe tip above the tube which re-
leased the bubbles. The time is noted beneath each frame.

Fig. 3 Typical IVFM signal from the single bubble tests; the
frames from the corresponding high speed video are shown in
Fig. 2.
58 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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A vertical two-phase flow facility~see Kytomaa@13#! was used
to calibrate the IVFM. It included a 10.2 cm working section wi
an air injector at the lower end. The injector produced air bubb
of uniform diameter of roughly 5 mm. Two static pressure ta
located 1.1 m apart, and approximately equally spaced above
below the downward-pointing IVFM probe, were connected to
inverted manometer. The reading from this manometer provi
the steady-state void fraction,a. The IVFM signal was sampled a
2 kHz; a typical signal corresponding toa54.31 percent is shown
in Fig. 4. High speed videos confirmed that each pulse co
sponded to the impact of a bubble on the probe tip. The IVF
signals were digitally processed using a fourth order Butterwo
filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 kHz. Forward and reverse fi
tering were used to prevent phase distortion, and the mean n
level was subtracted from each signal to compensate for any
in the IVFM electronics.

The void fraction was calculated from the processed signal
ing a procedure suggested by Ishii@14# for Eulerian time averag-
ing of two phase flow mixtures. The phases are designated by
subscriptk wherekP$1,2%. The state density function,Mk , for
the kth phase at locationx and timet is defined as taking a value
of unity when thekth phase is detected and zero when it is abse
The time averaged phase density function or void fraction,ak , is
then given by

ak~xo ,to!5 lim
d→0

1

Dt E@Dt#
Mk~xo ,t !dt (1)

whered is the interfacial region thickness~assumed to be small!,
xo is a reference location, andto is a reference time. The time
interval Dt is fixed and large enough to smooth out local var
tions in flow properties. Since the actual electronic output was
a simple binary signal, it was necessary to use a threshold ou
value to convert it to either a zero or unit value ofMk(x,t) so that
a could be calculated~Waniewski @11#!. Similar methods have
been used by other researchers using conductivity probes to
sure void fraction~see, for example, Teyssedou et al.@15#!.

The calibration was repeated on four different days, and a ty
cal calibration curve is shown in Fig. 5. The void fractions we
estimated using three different IVFM signal thresholds. A thre
old of 20.75 V gave the best agreement, especially at the lo
void fractions as can be seen in Fig. 5.

Fig. 4 Typical IVFM signal from the calibration experiments. A
voltage of À1.2 V occurs when no air bubbles are touching the
probe tip, and each large negative pulse corresponds to an air
bubble encounter.
Transactions of the ASME
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3 Experimental Observations
The air entrainment process in the large flume experime

could be observed best when the laboratory was darkened a
stroboscope was positioned to provide a high intensity and s
duration, 0.5ms, light pulse through the window in the bottom o
the test section~Waniewski @11#!. Observations of the bubble
were made through the glass sidewall of the flume and both d
inspection and high speed movies and videos showed the prim
source of air entrainment resulted from the impact of the plung
wave jet on the passing water flow. The resulting splash fo
droplets which reimpact causing further entrainment, but this s
ondary entrainment mechanism will not be addressed here~see,
for example, Prosperetti and Oguz@16#!.

The plunging wave jet entrained air in ‘‘bursts,’’ forming ap
proximately spherical clouds of bubbles visible beneath the
surface. This observation is similar to that of Chanson and C
mings@8# in their experiments on a planar supported jet. For h
jet impact velocities~4–8 m/s! they reported a thin layer of ai
entering the flow at the impact point, adding that the ‘‘air pock
are entrained by discontinuous gusts at the lower end of the
layer.’’ In the present experiments, high speed videos reve
that the bubble clouds had a diameter of about 5–10 cm and w
comprised of bubbles which were more tightly packed at the c
ter of the cloud than at the edges. Moreover, the formation
these clouds was spatially periodic so that a train of bubble clo
could be observed beneath the free surface at any particular
ment in time. A typical photograph of bubble clouds is shown
Fig. 6. Photographs of individual bubbles within the bubb
clouds were obtained using a telephoto lens, and though mo
the bubbles appeared to be 1–5 mm in diameter, larger finger
pockets of air also were observed. These did not persist in
clouds; either they were broken up into smaller bubbles by
turbulent flow or they rose to the free surface. Finally, the clou
grew in size as they were convected downstream.

4 Void Fraction and Bubble Size Measurements
For void fraction measurements beneath the simulated

wave, the IVFM probe was mounted on the carriage describe
Waniewski@11#. Measurements were taken at a series of locati
in the impact line region of the bow wave plunging jet; one su
traverse is shown in Fig. 7. A preliminary series of experime

Fig. 5 Calibration data for the IVFM from the bubbly column
facility. The different groups of points were produced by pro-
cessing the same data set using different thresholds; „s… for
threshold ÄÀ0.50 V, „¿… for threshold ÄÀ0.75 V, and „* … for
threshold ÄÀ1.00 V. A linear curve fit for the data correspond-
ing to threshold ÄÀ0.75 V also is shown.
Journal of Fluids Engineering
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verified the IVFM signal~see Waniewski@11# for details!; a typi-
cal signal is presented in Fig. 8. Next, the repeatability of
results was tested. A set of nine IVFM signals were sampled a
kHz for 3.2 s at one location under the same circumstances. T
had a mean void fraction of 3.2 percent and showed a stan
deviation of 0.8 percent thus demonstrating repeatability. Sub

Fig. 6 Photograph of bubble clouds passing by the IVFM
probe, the tip of which is visible in the center. The flow is from
right to left with uÄ25°, fÄ0°, UÄ2.47 mÕs, dÄ7.39 cm, and
FÄ2.90.

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of the planform of the flow with a
typical IVFM traverse „¯… indicated.

Fig. 8 A typical signal from the IVFM located several centime-
ters beneath the bow wave plunging jet: uÄ26°, UÄ2.39 mÕs,
dÄ6.47 cm, FÄ3.00, and aÄ6.5 percent.
MARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 59
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quent measurements were repeated only three times for eac
cation; the mean of the three is reported hereafter.

An example of time-averaged, ensemble-averaged, void f
tion data for a traverse as viewed from downstream is show
Fig. 9. The leading edge of the deflecting plate is located
(x,y)5(0,0) and the upstream free surface is located atz50.
Void fraction contours were constructed and highlight the tre
in the data. Because the free surface was unsteady, it was
possible to estimate the void fraction at locations abovez5
21 cm without the free surface dipping below the probe or
probe entraining air. In addition, there is a surface proximity
fect for this type of void fraction instrumentation which is d
scribed in Lamarre and Melville@3#.

Figure 10 shows the void fraction contours for sets of traver
and confirms observations from the high speed video. First,
bubble clouds are shown to be roughly circular in cross sec
and grow as they convect downstream. Second, the bubble
more tightly packed at the cloud center than at the edges.
center of the cloud, the region with greatest void fraction, w
located directly beneath the impacting jet.

The void fraction mappings in Fig. 10 also were used to cal
late the total volume of air entrained at particular streamwise
cations. The areas between pairs of consecutive void fraction
tours were calculated and multiplied by the void fraction in tho
regions. A trapezoidal summation of these terms gave the t
volume of air,Vair , per unit streamwise distance. Note that this
a conservative estimate, since the void fraction was greater
10 percent for some regions within the cloud but could not
measured accurately. The results for the traverses of Fig. 10
included in Fig. 11 wherex* 50 corresponds to the origin of th
impact line. The data for the two sets of flow conditions appea
be consistent with one another despite the slight offset which
within the repeatability of the experiments. Moreover, the d
clearly shows that the quantity of air contained in the bub
clouds increases with the distance downstream of the impact
origin. The slope of the quadratic fit in Fig. 11 was used to c
culate the volume rate of air entrainment,Qair , for a given bubble
cloud where

Qair5Udc

dVair

dx*

Fig. 9 Local, averaged void fractions beneath the bow wave
plunging jet for a traverse at xÄ91.2, and for uÄ26°, fÄ0°,
UÄ2.48 mÕs, dÄ7.89 cm, and F Ä2.82. The IVFM measurement
locations are marked „d… and labeled with the void fraction
„percent …. Nine equally spaced contour levels „DaÄ1 percent …
also are shown.
60 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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and dc is the diameter of the bubble cloud. At locationx*
510 cm, typical clouds were 7 cm in diameter and the abo
expression yielded aQair of 62 cm3/s.

The same IVFM signals were used to produce bubble ch
distributions for the bubbles which comprised the bubble clou
The typical dimension of the individual bubbles was represen
by a quantity called the bubble chord,l, calculated usingl
5UDT whereDT is an individual pulse width in the IVFM sig-
nal. Note that since very small bubbles remain spherical,
chord should be close to the bubble diameter. Similar bub
chord calculations for a dual tip conductivity probe are describ
by Chanson@17# Bubble chord histograms were compiled usin
bin size of 2 mm. Separate measurements at the same loc
demonstrated that the histograms were repeatable~Waniewski
@11#!.

Figure 12 presents typical bubble chord histograms for bub
clouds that passed through the traverse shown in Fig. 10~d!. Note
that most of the bubble chords were 1–7 mm, consistent with
high speed video observations of the size of the individ
bubbles. Note also that the number of bubbles in this size ra
increased from the edge to the center of the cloud and from
bottom to the top of the cloud. Larger pockets of air existed in
center of the cloud near the free surface, giving rise to the lar
bubble chords registered at those locations.

5 Frequency of Bubble Cloud Encounters
As described in Section 3, the formation of the bubble clou

was observed to be spatially periodic. Since the clouds con
downstream with the mean flow velocity, they pass a particu
location at some specific frequency. High speed video of
bubble clouds was used to estimate this frequency of cloud
counters with the IVFM probe. Each frame of the video was e
amined, and it was noted whether or not a bubble cloud w
present at the probe tip. Frequencies of cloud encounters for
conditions similar to those in Fig. 8 were between 7 and 14 H

A signal processing technique was implemented to extract
same information from the IVFM signals. This required a quan
tative definition of a cloud, and so it was assumed that t
bubbles located 1 cm or less apart belong to the same bu
cloud since the clouds were about 10 cm in diameter. If t
bubbles are separated by 1 cm in the streamwise direction
move at the mean flow velocity then the time delay between
two bubbles as they impact the IVFM probe tip can be calculat
The IVFM signal was processed using an algorithm wh
searched for successive pulses caused by individual bubble
pacts occurring within this time delay. Figure 13 shows the res
of this cloud detection algorithm for a typical IVFM signal. Th
lower graph shows the reciprocal of the time delay, or freque
of individual bubble impacts with the IVFM probe, as a functio
of time. To count the clouds, a particular individual bubble impa
frequency was chosen as a threshold. Since the mean flow ve
ity was 2.39 m/s, a threshold of 200 s21 implied that two bubbles
belonging to the same cloud could have had a maximum sep
tion distance of 1.2 cm. This threshold also is shown in the low
graph, and a cloud was counted for each local maximum gre
than 200 s21. Note that this technique does not count bubb
clouds for which only a single bubble impacted the probe t
therefore, it gives a lower bound for the frequency of bubble clo
encounters.

The frequency of bubble cloud encounters as a function
depth also was explored~Waniewski@11#!. Since the bottom edge
of the bubble clouds was lower in void fraction, there was
greater chance at larger depths that only a single bubble w
impact the IVFM probe and the algorithm would not count t
cloud because the same threshold was maintained for all de
Hence, the cloud frequency decreased with depth. Near the
face, the typical cloud frequencies measured were 15 Hz as i
trated by Fig. 13; this frequency is similar to those obtained ear
from the high speed video. When compared with the frequenc
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 10 Local, averaged void fractions for six different traverses: „a…, „c…, and „e… for the flow
conditions specified in Fig. 9 and „b…, „d…, and „f … for uÄ26°, fÄ0°, UÄ2.39 mÕs, dÄ6.47 cm, and
FÄ3.00. Ten equally spaced contour levels „DaÄ1 percent … are shown.
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impact by individual bubbles on the IVFM probe, the number
individual bubble impacts per cloud was calculated to be betw
three and five.

6 Discussion of Bubble Cloud Formation
Surface disturbances exist on the plunging face of the b

wave because of various flow instabilities, and each surface
ids Engineering
of
en

ow
dis-

turbance leads to an individual plunging jet. These individual j
may or may not break up into a string of droplets before impa
As discussed in Waniewski@11#, the individual jets are convecte
downstream with the mean flow velocity and each entrains ai
the point where it impacts the lower water surface. Observati
of the bubble clouds beneath the free surface show small bu
clouds formed at the first location where the plunging wave
MARCH 2001, Vol. 123 Õ 61
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impacts the free surface. These clouds grow in size~observed in
high speed video and measured by IVFM! and increase in void
fraction ~measured by IVFM! as they convect downstream in
direction which follows the impact line of the bow wave.

On the basis of these observations, a mechanism for air ent
ment is proposed and is shown schematically in Fig. 14. Eac
the individual plunging wave jets entrains air into its own bubb
cloud. These jet-cloud structures convect downstream with
mean flow velocity; therefore, the distance between succes
surface disturbances determines the distance between bu
clouds. This is consistent with the visual observations of
clouds since dividing the mean flow velocity by the spacing
tween the disturbances yields the same 20 Hz frequency man
in the bubble cloud train. Cross-correlations of the IVFM a
wave gage signals also seemed to support this hypoth
~Waniewski @11#!. In addition, the void fraction increases wit
downstream distance since more bubbles are injected over t
Simultaneously, the cloud size increases with downstream
tance as a result of turbulent mixing.

Fig. 11 Total volume of air entrained per unit streamwise dis-
tance as a function of distance from the origin of the impact
line, x * ; „d… for the traverses of Fig. 10 „a…, „c…, and „e… and „m…

for those of Fig. 10 „b…, „d…, and „f …. A quadratic curve fit „- -…
also is shown.

Fig. 12 Bubble chord histograms from bubble clouds ob-
served at xÄ75.9 cm for different elevations. Upper: y
Ä66.6 cm. Middle: yÄ63.5 cm. Lower: yÄ60.5.
62 Õ Vol. 123, MARCH 2001
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We now compare the typical rate of air entrainment measu
in these experiments, 62 cm3/s ~see Section 4!, with that which
might be expected using existing theories. Van de Sande
Smith @18# model air entrainment by low velocity~2–5 m/s! tur-
bulent water jets plunging into a quiescent pool of water a
obtain:

Qair50.021
dj

3/2U j
2l j

1/3

sin~b!
m3/s (2)

where Qair is the volume rate of air entrainment,dj is the jet
diameter,U j is the jet velocity,l j is the jet length, andb is the jet
impingement angle. Using the experimental data presented
Waniewski @11#: dj53.8 cm, U j52.3 m/s, l j523 cm, and b
558°, Eq.~2! yields aQair of 600 cm3/s. This discrepancy with
the measured 62 cm3/s, was expected. Figure 10 shows that m
of the air exists in the.10 percent core and in the21,z
,0 cm surface layer; however, this air was not included in the
cm3/s. The void fraction in the core was approximated as 10 p
cent and no approximation was made for the air in the surf
layer. The error from these approximations could well account
the difference. On the other hand, it is likely that the air in t
core and surface layer out-gasses to the surface quite quickly
the measuredQair of 62 cm3/s is a better indication of the bubbl
entrainment which persists further downstream.

Fig. 13 Detail of signal processing technique. Upper: raw
IVFM signal. Lower: cloud detection algorithm output, fre-
quency of individual bubble impacts, from the IVFM signal.

Fig. 14 Schematic diagram of the proposed air entrainment
mechanism. A time series of plunging jets and bubble clouds is
depicted; „¯… for tÄ0, „- -… for tÄDt , and „—… for tÄ2Dt .
Transactions of the ASME
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One of the uses of these data and/or model would be to imp
the two-phase flow computations around surface ships. In the
sence of such input, Carrica et al.@19# assumed that for an arbi
trary area near the bow, a mixture of water and air with a v
fraction of 10 percent entered the flow with a constant downw
velocity. They further assumed the bubble size distribution m
sured by Cartmill and Su@7#. The present paper would suggest t
following improvements. The location of the air entrainme
should be along the impact line only, and the void fraction a
function of the distance along the impact line should be speci
consistent with the present data. A similarly consistent bubble
distribution from an average of experimental measureme
should be used. Even though the size distributions were see
vary with location in the present study, most of the bubble cho
were between 1 and 7 mm. The velocity of these bubbles ente
the flow at the free surface should be the vector sum of the plu
ing wave jet velocity and the downstream velocity as describe
Waniewski @11#. As more detailed models became appropria
the periodicity observed in the bubble clouds could be include

7 Conclusions
The primary mechanism for air entrainment in the present b

wave experiments was the impact of the plunging wave jet. O
servations of the air entrainment process were made during
perimental simulations of a bow wave in a flume which use
high speed video camera with a synchronized strobe lamp.
impedance based void fraction meter~IVFM ! was developed spe
cifically to measure void fraction and bubble size distributio
beneath this breaking wave.

It was observed that the air is entrained in spatially perio
bubble clouds, approximately 5–10 cm in diameter. The IVF
signals were processed using a cloud detection algorithm to
the rate of bubble cloud encounters. For depths between 1 a
cm beneath the free surface, the bubble cloud rates varied
5–20 Hz. The bubble cloud void fraction could exceed 10 perc
in the center of the cloud, and the bubble chords for the bub
comprising the clouds were between 1 and 7 mm. Void fract
mappings for different flow cross sections beneath the wave w
generated, and the bubble chord distributions were calculated
these locations. The void fraction mappings were used to estim
the quantity of air entrained at different streamwise locations
was found that for a given flow condition, the void fraction i
creases with the distance traveled along the impact line.

In addition, it appears that the frequency of the surface dis
bances, described in detail in Waniewski@11#, controls the fre-
quency of the bubble clouds. The surface disturbances divide
plunging liquid jet sheet into a series of individual plunging je
and each jet entrains air into its own bubble cloud beneath the
surface. This is supported by comparison of the predicted volu
rate of air entrainment,Qair , for a plunging liquid jet with the
experimentally evaluatedQair for a bubble cloud.
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Nomenclature

d 5 upstream depth or model draft~m!
dc 5 bubble cloud diameter~cm!
F 5 Froude number based on upstream conditions,F

5U/Agd
g 5 gravitational acceleration~m/s2!
l 5 bubble chord length~mm!

Q 5 volume flow rate~m3/s!
t 5 time ~s!

U 5 upstream velocity~m/s!
Vair 5 total volume of air per unit streamwise distance

~cm3/cm!
x 5 streamwise coordinate~cm!

x* 5 streamwise coordinate measured from impact line
origin ~cm!

y 5 cross stream coordinate~cm!
z 5 vertical coordinate~cm!
a 5 void fraction ~percent!

DT 5 pulse width~s!
f 5 dihedral angle~degrees!
u 5 wedge half angle~degrees!
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